ABSTRACT
As the microblogging service Twitter becomes an increasingly popular tool for politicians and general users to comment on and discuss politics, researchers increasingly turn to the relationship between tweets mentioning parties or candidates and their respective electoral fortunes. This paper offers a detailed analysis of Twitter messages posted during the run-up to the 2009 federal election in Germany and their relationship to the electoral fortunes of Germany’s parties and candidates. This analysis will focus on four metrics for measuring the attention on parties and candidates on Twitter and the relationship to their respective vote share. The metrics discussed here are: the total number of hashtags mentioning a given political party; the dynamics between explicitly positive or explicitly negative mentions of a given political party; the total number of hashtags mentioning one of the leading candidates, Angela Merkel (CDU) or Frank-Walter Steinmeier (SPD); and the total number of users who used hashtags mentioning a given party or candidate. The results will show that during the campaign of 2009 Twitter messages commenting on parties and candidates showed little, if any, systematic relationship with subsequent votes on election day. In the discussion of the results, I will raise a number of issues that researchers interested in predicting elections with Twitter will have to address to advance the state of the literature.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the ever increasing use of Twitter by parties, politicians, political supporters and the general public during political campaigns, researchers have become increasingly interested in the question if success on Twitter (usually measured by the total or relative volume of Twitter messages mentioning a given party or candidate) can be taken as an indicator for electoral success. The seeming success of some early studies in finding correlations between some Twitter metrics and some measures of electoral success led some researchers to enthusiastically proclaim the potential to predict election results by simply counting Twitter messages [26, 7, 6, 2]. This position has come increasingly under attack, be it because of the lack of a theoretical connection between the metric of choice (Twitter messages) and the outcome of interest (electoral success) or be it because of the methods its proponents used to collect and analyse the underlying data [15, 18, 12, 9, 10, 13, 21, 20, 11, 8, 24].

This paper adds to the growing literature on the relationship between Twitter messages and electoral success by examining Twitter messages that were posted during the run-up to the 2009 federal election in Germany and their relationship to the electoral fortunes of Germany’s parties and candidates. This paper will discuss four metrics for measuring the attention on parties and candidates on Twitter and will show how these metrics correspond with the actual vote share of each party. These metrics are:

- The total number of hashtags mentioning a given political party;
- The dynamics between explicitly positive or explicitly negative mentions of a given political party;
- The total number of hashtags mentioning one of the leading candidates, Angela Merkel (CDU) or Frank-Walter Steinmeier (SPD);
- The total number of users who used hashtags mentioning a given party or candidate.

2. WHY GERMANY?
The 2009 federal election in Germany offers an interesting case to examine the relationship between Twitter success and electoral fortunes for two reasons: In 2009, Germany witnessed the growing success of a new political party, Die Piratenpartei (The Pirate Party). In the spring and summer of 2009 the German Pirate Party experienced a sudden
increase in membership as plans by the outgoing governing coalition of CDU and SPD to block access to websites suspected of hosting child pornography met with heavy resistance. The pinnacle of which was a very popular and highly publicised online petition to the German parliament to stop the proposed law [14]. Suddenly Internet regulation was a popular topic in Germany’s policy debate. The Pirate Party profited massively by this sudden attention on Internet policy. Especially for researchers interested in the relationship between online buzz and subsequent electoral results the Pirate Party offers an interesting case. Here we have a party which, at least in the 2009 federal election, did not have significant success at the polls. Still, because of its roots in online activism, the Pirate Party dominated the political online sphere and had a heavy presence in the traditional media during the run of the campaign. A minor actor in the traditional political sphere was a major actor in the political sphere online at the same time. How did this constellation affect the linkage between a party’s online buzz and its subsequent electoral success?

A second reason, why Germany offers an interesting case, is that one of the early studies examining potential connections between Twitter success and subsequent electoral success focused on the campaign for the 2009 federal election in Germany [26]. The authors state very confidently that by mere counting of messages mentioning political parties one would be able to successfully predict the election results of these parties. This claim has been contested based on the decision of the authors to include in their analysis only political parties that managed to collect enough votes to be represented in parliament. This choice led the authors to exclude mentions of the above mentioned Pirate Party. If the Pirate Party had been included in the analysis the precision of the prediction would have suffered significantly.

The exclusion of the Pirate Party raises the question why one would examine the connection between the share of verbalised public attention online with votes cast on election day but a priori exclude the political group with the strongest share of voice online from the analysis. Also, the precision of the predicted election results was shown to be dependent on the time span included in the analysis [18].

Both these reasons—the existence of a party that showed a strong online presence but only limited success at the polls and the existence of a highly influential early study—make the case of the 2009 federal election in Germany an interesting one to examine the relationship between Twitter messages and electoral success.

3. DATA COLLECTION

The data for this paper were collected in close collaboration with Pascal Jürgens from the University of Mainz. We regularly queried the Twitter API during the months directly preceding the 2009 federal election in Germany (mid-June to early October 2009). We decided to focus on collecting all messages of a sample of politically vocal Twitter users, those who, during the run-up to the campaign, had at least once used one of 19 pre-determined politically relevant hashtags (e.g. names of parties and candidates or campaign related hashtags). Once a user had posted a message with one of these hashtags we then collected all her previous and future messages. We did this on one hand to be able to assess the role politics played in relation to all other messages of these users, and on the other hand to capture other potentially politically relevant messages that did not happen to contain one of the political hashtags identified by us prior to the data collection. In doing this, we thus identified all users who used the names of the leading candidates or the political parties in their messages at least once by using a hashtag. Between June 18 and October 1, 2009, 32,731 users used one or more of the pre-identified political hashtags in their messages. During this time span these users posted a total of 10,085,982 messages.

There is the possibility that, by focusing only on political mentions in hashtags and not on politically relevant words, we created a dataset biased in favour of experienced Twitter users, those who knew how to use hashtags to contribute to the issue public commenting on the campaign. This might have created a dataset that underestimates the total number of politically relevant Twitter messages. Still, we believe this tradeoff is justified as the focus on hashtags reduced the risk of polluting the data by a large number of false positives (i.e. messages using politically relevant words or phrases, such as "Angela" or "Wahl", that can also refer to topics outside of politics) and spam.

To get a better, more structured understanding of the communication on Twitter, it helps to differentiate between messages that were posted in support of parties or candidates and messages posted in opposition to them. In the past some studies have used manually coded support vector machines (SVM) to identify the tonality of political Twitter messages [3]. For the purposes of this analysis, I propose a simpler approach enabled by a special feature of the German twitter-sphere. Starting in early 2009 the German communication consultant Sascha Lobo introduced the service Wahlgetwitter. The website tracked the use of names of parties in combination with the suffixes + and - in hashtags. The name of a party followed by a plus-sign was meant to signal support of a party (e.g. #piraten+), while the name of a party followed by a minus-sign was meant to signal opposition to it (e.g. #piraten-). A website calculated and documented the total sums of positive and negative mentions of political parties per day. This tool was communicated widely on the web and in traditional media. This led to the growing adoption of the usage convention during the campaign. In the dataset, we find a total of 11,212 users who posted messages with a #partynamen followed by a plus or a minus. 224,551 messages contain hashtags using this convention. The ratio between the use of supportive and opposing hashtags can be used as an indicator for the nature of political commentary during the campaign for the 2009 federal election in Germany.

4. TWITTER SUCCESS AND ELECTORAL FORTUNES

Papers examining the relationship between politically relevant Twitter messages and subsequent electoral results usually focus on the number of messages a political actor, be it a party or a candidate, was mentioned in and the subse-

1This number is the sum of all messages that contained at least one of the following hashtags: #cdu+, #cdu-, #cducsu+, #cdu-, #csu+, #csu-, #spd+, #spd-, #diegruenen+, #diegruenen-, #gruene+, #gruene-, #gruene+, #gruene-, #dielinek+, #dielinek-, #dielinek+, #dielinek-
quent number of votes this actor actually received. Thus, this metric is a promising starting point for the examination of the relationship between Twitter messages and election results. In the following analysis, I focus exclusively on those cases when a political actor was named explicitly in a hashtag (e.g. #cdu, #spd, #grüne, #piraten, #merkel, #steinmeier et al.). All potential mentions of political actors in the text of a Twitter message without a hashtag are thus excluded from the analysis. This might lead to an underestimation of the total number of messages commenting on parties or candidates but it should not impact the identification of relative dynamics between mentions of different political actors. Since there was significant variation in the spelling of political actors, I collected the most prominent hashtag variations referring to each actor in encompassing concepts (e.g. #grüne, #gruene, #böndnis, #buendnis et al.). These concepts sum up all appearances of relevant hashtags commenting on the respective political actor. For this analysis, the occurrence of all hashtags collected in these concepts were summed up for each day between June 18 and October 1, 2009.

The basic argument of optimistic studies on the relationship between Twitter messages and election results is: more messages on Twitter mentioning a party or a candidate are indicative of more votes on election day. Is this true for the 2009 federal election in Germany? Figure 1 shows the comparison between the share of hashtag mentions selected parties received and the actual vote share the parties received on election day. The plot on the left shows the share of hashtag mentions each party concept received from June 18 to October 1, 2009 relative to the sum of mentions all six political actors, I collected the most prominent hashtag concepts sum up all appearances of relevant hashtags commenting on each actor in encompassing concepts (e.g. #grüne, #gruene, #böndnis, #buendnis et al.). These concepts sum up all appearances of relevant hashtags commenting on the respective political actor. For this analysis, the occurrence of all hashtags collected in these concepts were summed up for each day between June 18 and October 1, 2009.

The plot on the left shows the share of hashtag mentions selected parties received and the actual vote share the parties received on election day. The plot on the right shows the votes each of these parties received on election day September 29, 2009 relative to the sum of all votes the six parties could collect. The plot on the right shows the votes each of these parties received on election day September 29, 2009 relative to the sum of all votes the six parties could collect.4

Figure 1 clearly shows that mentions of the Pirate Party dominated by far the political discourse on Twitter. If the simple argument more tweets mean more votes would be true, from 2009 to 2013 the Pirate Party would have been the leading partner in German government. Still, one could argue that maybe the Pirate Party should be treated as an outlier. We also see that a prognosis based on Twitter messages would get the order of parties wrong. CDU/CSU, SPD and FDP were the parties with the most mentions on Twitter (apart from the Pirate Party) and the three parties that gathered the most votes, but for Bündnis 90/Die Grünen and Die LINKE this relationship is not stable. Bündnis 90/Die Grünen received more mentions on Twitter than Die LINKE but less votes on election day. So even if we exclude the Pirate Party from our analysis, the relationship more tweets mean more votes is not stable.5

Table 1 shows the relationship between mention and vote share while excluding the Pirate Party from the analysis. We see that estimating the vote share of SPD, FDP and Bündnis 90/Die Grünen based on their hashtag share would have led to an overestimation of their strength on election day while an equivalent estimation of CDU/CSU and Die LINKE would have led to an underestimation of their vote share. Taking these findings into account—the absolute dominance of the online-sphere by the Pirate Party while this party remained an insignificant actor on election day, the unstable relationship between the ranking of parties based on mentions and votes and finally the clear under- and over-estimation of vote share based on prognoses based on Twitter mentions—this shows that the total amount of mentions on Twitter had, if at all, a very weak connection to election results of political parties.

A crucial question researchers trying to determine the relationship between Twitter messages and votes have to address is which messages to include in their analysis and which to leave out. While the question of topical relevance can be easily addressed (for example by including all messages using politically relevant words, phrases or hashtags) the question of relevant time spans is much harder to answer. Is the relationship of mentions to vote share stable over a long period of time, or do we have to focus only on messages close to the election? Researchers have to explicitly address why they focus on messages posted during a given time span and not another. Unfortunately this question is raised seldom in the existing literature. Only if the share of mentions of a given political actor would remain stable over time one could ignore this point. The data used in this analysis offers an interesting perspective on the dynamics of the daily

Table 1: Hashtag share between June 18 and October 1, 2009 compared to vote share (excluding mentions of and votes for the Pirate Party from totals of hashtag and vote share)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>party</th>
<th># share</th>
<th>vote share</th>
<th>difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDU/CSU</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPD</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>+3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDP</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>+4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bündnis90/Die Grünen</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>+3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die LINKE</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5The following hashtags were collected in concepts: CDU/CSU: #cdu, #cdcsu, #csu; SPD: #spd; FDP: #fdp; Bündnis 90/Die Grünen: #bündnis90, #bündnis, #bündnis90, #bündnisgrüne, #bündigisgrünen, #die_grünen, #die_grünen, #die_grünen, #grüne, #grünen; Die LINKE: #die_linke, #die_linke, #linke, #linksparie, Piratenparthei: #piraten, #piratenpartei; Angela Merkel: #angela, #merkel, #angele_merker, #angelamerker, #angels_merkel; Frank-Walter Steinmeier: #steinmeier, #fws, #frank_walter_steinmeier, #steini, #frankwaltersteinmeier, #frank_steinmeier. This collection might still exclude some more exotic or more ambiguous spelling variations of the political actors in question. Still, this collection should account for the vast majority of the hashtags referring to the political actors in question and thus should offer a comprehensive view on the dynamics between them.

4The parties selected for this comparison are five parties that managed to gather enough votes to enter the German parliament (i.e. CDU/CSU, SPD, FDP, Bündnis 90/Die Grünen, Die LINKE and the Piratenpartei. The Pirate Party was included in the analysis despite its subsequent failure to enter parliament since it dominated the political online-sphere and received extensive media coverage in the run-up to the election.

3The amount of votes used in this analysis is based on the official vote-count reported by the Bundeswahlenester [5].
mentions of the respective parties during the three months preceding the election.

For this step of the analysis, I calculated the sum of all hashtag mentions for Germany’s established parties (i.e. CDU/CSU, SPD, FDP, Bündnis 90/Die Grünen and Die LINKE). Figure 2 shows the daily share each of the five parties had of the sum of their mentions. We see different trends in the day-to-day development of this mention share for different parties. Some parties remain relatively stable in their share of hashtag mentions over time (i.e. FDP and Die LINKE). In contrast the shares of CDU/CSU and SPD are wildly fluctuating from day to day. A third pattern is seen with Bündnis 90/Die Grünen. At the beginning of the time series, the party holds a somewhat higher share of the daily hashtag mentions. Towards the end of the time series, the party loses somewhat in the daily share. Whatever the reasons for these different dynamics might be, the heavily fluctuating shares in hashtag mentions show that any attempt to draw conclusions of coming election successes based on the share of Twitter messages is highly dependent on the time span one uses to calculate the share of Twitter messages. Any relationship between the number of mentions on Twitter and votes received on election day is thus far from stable.

Up until now, this analysis focused only on neutral hashtags mentioning political parties. Without any further knowledge about the content of the messages containing one of the neutral hashtags mentioning a party, one could assume that the positive and negative mentions of parties would be roughly equal. Given this assumption, one could assume that high hashtag counts of parties would also speak for high support. A feature special to the political Twitter sphere in Germany allows us to test this assumption. As mentioned above, during the campaign of 2009 users started to explicitly mark their messages in support or in opposition of one of the parties in the race. These hashtags were a combina-
tion of the name of a party followed by a + or a - sign (e.g. 
#cdu+ or #fdp-). This convention helps us to understand
the relationship between positive and negative mentions on
Twitter. Analogue to the summation of hashtags referring
to the same party, I constructed party concepts for explicitly
positive or negative mentions. Figure 3 shows the results.

Examining Figure 3 we see at once, most mentions of par-
ties in combination with a plus or a minus sign are identify-
ing tweets in opposition to a party. The negative mentions
of each party vastly outnumber positive mentions. This is
especially true on election day. Most mentions of parties on
Twitter thus refer to a party in a negative context. This
is true for all parties, even the Pirate Party. While the dy-
namic between #partyname+ and #partyname- is probably
no valid base to extrapolate from this to the relationship
between positive or negative comments in tweets only iden-
tified by a neutral hashtag, it is still an interesting indicator.
Twitter is a channel where users voice political opposition
much more frequently than political support. It seems rea-
sonable to assume that any attempt at using the total count
of party mentions in neutral hashtags on Twitter to esti-
mate votes on election day thus counts a significant amount
of messages that were posted in opposition to a party. Heavy
opposition to a party online would thus become an indicator
for its success offline. This is a paradox that advocates of
this approach should at least address in their work.

The preceding discussion showed that, at least during the
campaign for the 2009 federal election in Germany, a party’s
relative success on Twitter (measured in hashtag mentions)
did not necessarily translate to electoral success. But is
that also true for hashtag mentions of the leading candidates
of CDU/CSU and SPD, Angela Merkel and Frank-Walter
Steinmeier? Did the dynamics of their hashtag mentions of-
er early insight in the electoral results? For this analysis,
I collected various hashtags referencing one of the candidates
in two candidate concepts. In this analysis, I only included
neutral hashtags. If we focus only on the total amount of
hashtag mentions we find that Angela Merkel was mentioned
7,583 times between June 18 and September 26, 2009 (the
day before the federal election). Frank-Walter Steinmeier
was mentioned 5,781 times during the same time span. If we
are content with stating that the candidate who ultimately
won the election was mentioned more often during the run-
up to the election, this could count as a success. Still, a
closer examination of when the candidates were mentioned

6 The following hashtags were collected in party concepts:
CDU/CSU+: #cdu+, #cduscu+, #csu+; SPD+: #spd+;
FDP+: #fdp+; Bündnis 90/Die Grünen+: #diegrü-
en+, #gruene+, #gruen+; Die LINKE+: #dlinke+, #linke+, #linkspartei+; Piraten-
partei+: #piraten+, #piratenpartei+. CDU/CSU-: #cdu-
, #cduscu-, #csu-; SPD-: #spd-; FDP-: #fdp-; Bünd-
nis 90/Die Grünen-: #diegruene-, #gruene-, #gruen-; Die LINKE-: #dieleinke-, #dlinke-
, #linkspartei-; Piratenpartei-: #piraten-, #piratenpartei-.

7 The following hashtags were included: Angela Merkel:
#angie, #merkel, #angie_merzel, #angela_merkel, #an-
gelmerkel; Frank-Walter Steinmeier: #steinmeier, #fws,
#frank_walter_steinmeier, #steini, #frankwaltersteinmeier,
#frank_steinmeier.

Figure 3: Hashtags count of #party concept+, 
#party concept- over time
the detection of political controversies relevant to Twitter for determining the resonance of political TV coverage and tweets. This would make Twitter data a research instrument. 

There is a relationship between more TV coverage and more tweets and more votes, what they really seem to be saying is: 

Researchers claim that there is a relationship between more media with ritualistic social meaning[4]. So, while optimistic about events, scheduled events intensely covered by traditional media were spike in messages during the televised debate and election day. Towering above all these mediated events are the candidates’ names in hashtags are predominantly TV appearances, controversies and pseudo-events, big events created by the campaign for the purposes to create media coverage[1]. Towering above these mediated events are the spikes in messages during the televised debate and election day. Both these events correspond with the concept of media events, scheduled events intensely covered by traditional media with ritualistic social meaning[4]. So, while optimistic researchers claim that there is a relationship between more tweets and more votes, what they really seem to be saying is: there is a relationship between more TV coverage and more tweets. This would make Twitter data a research instrument for determining the resonance of political TV coverage and the detection of political controversies relevant to Twitter users, not so much an instrument to determine subsequent electoral fortunes of a candidate.

Instead of focusing on how often parties were referred to in hashtags, one could also count the number of users referring to a given party and then check if parties referred to by more users ended up having more votes. Figure 5 shows how many people used hashtags referring to a given party. In total 19,258 users referred to a party by posting at least one of the neutral hashtags listed above. The figure shows that this metric is an even less reliable indicator of a party’s strength at the polls on election day than counting messages. 

Again, we find the Pirate Party dominating the communication space with 11,747 users commenting on it. The second strongest party is the SPD with 7,155 users directly followed by the FDP (6,694 users) and the CDU (6,679 users). 8 This order is not even close to the order of parties based on vote share.

For sake of completeness, Figure 6 shows the number of users who referred to Angela Merkel and Frank-Walter Steinmeier by hashtags. Only 4,252 users mentioned either candidate by using hashtags in their messages. As was the case in the total number of messages, Angela Merkel was mentioned by more users than Frank-Walter Steinmeier.

5. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The results presented above raise a number of issues that should be addressed in further research into the relationship between Twitter messages and election results. First, we saw that for Germany’s 2009 federal election the number of hashtag mentions a party received during the campaign was a valid indicator for the votes it would receive on election day. The strongest deviation between hashtag mentions and votes was seen in the case of the Pirate Party, a party that dominated the political discourse on Twitter but was all but insignificant on election day. The strength of a party offline was not mirrored by its strength online. This contradicts the expectations of the normalisation thesis, which expects that over time strong political actors online would also dominate online discourse [19]. This is an interesting indicator.

8Since some users referred to more than one party in their messages, the user counts of the parties do not sum up to the total number of users.
that the potential for predicting election results in a given political environment by counting Twitter messages heavily depends on a successfully completed normalisation process. This potential precondition should be further examined.

We also saw, that the share of hashtag mentions parties received was fluctuating from day to day. Any attempt to connect Twitter messages posted during a given time span to election results thus has to provide a discussion on why the respective time span was chosen. Potential patterns in these fluctuations might also offer interesting research objects, especially since a growing number of studies suggest that political offline events leave traces in the fluctuation of Twitter messages [15, 17, 16, 25].

The analysis also showed, once one focused on explicitly positive and explicitly negative comments on political parties, the negative mentions heavily outnumbered the positive ones. Thus, Twitter seems to be a medium used predominantly to voice political opposition rather than support. This raises an interesting paradox for researchers trying to construct systematic connections between Twitter messages and votes. Why should high counts of messages predominantly published in opposition to a party be indicative of its subsequent success on election day? This question shows that research in this field has to explicitly address possible theoretical links between the volume of Twitter messages (be they supportive or critical) mentioning a political party and its subsequent vote share. As of now, this discussion is largely absent from the literature.

When examining the use of the candidates’ names in hashtags, we saw that the leading candidate of the party that won the election, Angela Merkel, was indeed mentioned more often than her challenger Frank-Walter Steinmeier (SPD). What at first might seem like good news for researchers interested in picking political winners based on tweet-counts was shown to be not quite so clear cut. Hashtags referring to the names of leading candidates were used predominantly in
reaction to TV appearances of the candidates, controversies or staged campaign events. Tweets thus become an indicator of TV appearances and other related campaign activity. The candidate who is appearing more often on TV, is campaigning more intensely and is creating more controversies thus seems to be the candidate receiving more mentions on Twitter. While all these characteristics might be sufficient conditions for a candidate to win on election day, clearly these are no necessary conditions.

Also, the number of users who referred to political parties by hashtags was not indicative of their electoral fortunes. Only when focusing on the number of users that mentioned either Angela Merkel or Frank-Walter Steinmeier in hashtags did I find that more users commented on the leading candidate of the party with the most votes, Angela Merkel, than her challenger, Frank-Walter Steinmeier.

All in all, this analysis shows that, at least for Germany’s 2009 federal election, Twitter data did not prove to be a strong indicator for the electoral fortunes of parties or candidates mentioned on Twitter. The discussion showed that the literature on the relationship between tweets and votes has to address a series of fundamental issues. As of now, most of the literature focuses on documenting correlations between some measures of the attention a political actor (be they parties or candidates) received on Twitter and some measures of electoral success (be it the number of votes or vote share). The novelty factor of these results stems from the fact that these correlations seem somewhat counterintuitive. Why should there be a systematic relationship between the number of times a political actor was mentioned on a social media service, Twitter, and her later electoral fortunes? Especially, since, as of now, there is no indicator that in any country Twitter’s user base is a representative sample of its whole population. The relevant literature has largely ignored this question. Maybe it would be possible to postpone work on this question if correlations between tweets and votes were shown to be stable. But if, as this paper has shown, these correlations are highly dependent on arbitrary selections by researchers (i.e. on which time intervals to focus or which political actors to include in the analysis) it becomes of crucial importance to address the implicit mechanisms that should create a systematic relationship between tweets and votes. In this, research into the relationship between tweets and votes illustrates the limits of an empiricist, exclusively data driven approach in the social sciences. An approach that recently has gathered some steam under the term big data. Especially in data rich contexts, and thus contexts with a high probability of spurious correlations, research has to be grounded in the theoretical development and data based examination of social mechanisms that lead to the emergence of specific data patterns. The discussion of these mechanisms is largely missing from the literature on the prediction of elections based on Twitter messages. This discussion is necessary before we can claim that showing some correlations between some Twitter messages and some election results is more than a surprising data artifact. For the developing discussion on the relationship between tweets and votes, the case of Germany’s 2009 federal election offers a valuable counterpoint to some recent, more optimistic studies.
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